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ABSTRACT
Rigorous UTD (uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction) diffraction coefficients
are presented for a coated convex cylinder simulated with generalized impedance boundary
conditions. In particular, ray solutions are obtained which remain valid in the transition
region and reduce uniformly to those in the deep lit and shadow regions. These involve
new transition functions in place of the usual Fock-type integrals, characteristic to the
impedance cylinder. A uniform asymptotic solution is also presented for observations in
the close vicinity of the cylinder. As usual, the diffraction coefficients for the convex
cylinder are obtained via a generalization of the corresponding ones for the circular
cylinder.
OBJECTIVE
This task involves the use of higher order boundary conditions to generate new
solutions in diffraction theory. In particular, diffraction coefficients will be developed for
dielectric/magnetic layers and metal-dielectric junctions which are often encountered on
airborne vehicles as terminations of coatings and conformal antennas. Solutions for both
polarizations will be developed for fairly thick junctions and versatile computer codes will
be written and tested. Creeping wave diffraction coefficients will be also developed for
multilayered coated cylinders.
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PROGRESS
1. Introduction
The problem of scattering by a smooth convex impedance cylinder has received
much attention. Wang [1, 2] presented ray-optical solutions for the impedance and coated
cylinders. His results are valid only in the deep lit and shadow regions and do not apply to
the case where the observation point is in the transition region. Wait and Conda [3, 4]
developed a solution which is valid in the transition region and for observation points on
and off the surface. However, as pointed out by Pathak [5] it did not uniformly reduce to
the ray solution [6, 7] exterior to the transition regions. Also, it is not valid on the portion
of the surface in the transition region and these limitations were the primary motivation in
Pathak's work [5] for the perfectly conducting convex cylinder. Recently, Kim and Wang
[8] presented a solution applicable to a coated cylinder that remained valid in the transition
region. They employed a heuristic approach to obtain the numerical values of the resulting
transition integral applicable to a coated cylinder. Their solution is uniform but is not
applicable to the close vicinity of the cylinder.
Here we develop a rigorous UTD solution of the diffraction by a coated cylinder
simulated with generalized impedance boundary conditions. In addition, a uniform
asymptotic solution is obtained which remains valid when the observation point is in close
vicinity of the cylinder. An important aspect of the paper is also the use of second order
generalized impedance boundary conditions (GIBC) for the simulation of the coating.
Their derivation has already been given in [9] and [10] and are characterized by the
inclusion of higher order field derivatives in their definition. Because of this they are less
local which leads to an improved simulation (with respect to the standard impedance
boundary condition - SIBC) of the coating in a manner analogous to the order of the
highest derivative kept in the condition. Recently, they were successfully applied to a
number of diffraction problems [11], [12] and have also been used in numerical
simulations of multilayer coatings (see fig. 1) [13]. These applications provided a measure
of the accuracy of the proposed GIBC and in particular accuracy criteria were derived in
[13] for the second order conditions as a function of coating thickness and composition.
The UTD solution to be presented here parallels that given by Pathak [5] for the
circular perfectly conducting cylinder. However, in the case of the coated cylinder the
resulting UTD expressions are in terms of Fock-type integrals whose efficient evaluation is
of primary interest. In the following we first present the eigenfunction solution based on
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the secondorderGIBC simulationof acircularcoatedcylinder. By employingWatson's
transformationthis is written in integralform which is thencastin a ray representation.
They ray solution is subsequentlygeneralizedto the caseof a generalconvexcylinder.
Finally, the evaluation of the Fock-type integrals is discussedand someresults are
presentedwhich validatetheaccuracyof theGIBCeigenfunctionandray solutions. In the
process, we demonstrate the improved accuracy of the GIBC solution over the
correspondingSIBCsolution,andit is alsoshownhow thepresentedUTD solutioncanbe
extendedto treatmultilayeredcoatedcylinders.
The detailsof the analysisaredescribedin the report 025921-13-Twhich was
recentlysubmittedto thesponsor.Belowweonly attachafew resultswhich demonstrate
theaccuracyandutility of thederivedformulae.
2. Numerical Results
The UTD expressions derived in the UM report025921-17-T provide a complete
set of equations for the computation of the total field in all regions of interest. Below, we
present some calculated data which validate the accuracy of the derived expressions by
comparison with data based on the moment method and eigenfunction solutions.
In figure 2 the eigenfunction solutions based on the GIBC and SIBC simulations
are compared with the exact for a coated cylinder and this clearly demonstrates the
improved simulation (with respect to the standard impedance boundary conditions - SIBC)
achieved with the second order GIBC. To show the validity of the UTD solution in the
case of the convex cylinder, a special case of an elliptical cylinder is considered in figure 3.
Data based on the moment method are compared with those obtained from the UTD
solution in conjunction with the second order low and high contrast boundary conditions.
Figure 4 verifies the asymptotic solution developed for the field point in the close
vicinity of a convex cylinder. We remark, however, that the approximations used for the
Hankel functions in the derivation of (42) and (43) become less accurate for some values of
er and gr associated with lossless coatings, and this can be avoided by using more accurate
approximations for the Hankel functions. Finally, figure 5 demonstrates the use of GIBC
in simulating multilayer coatings by simply redefining the material constants am and am' as
discussed in [10, 13].
A difficulty in implementing the expressions derived in this paper was the
evaluation of the Fock-type integrals G(x,q), gl (D) and g2(D) as well as determination of
the zeros corresponding to (21). The Fock-type integrals were evaluated by employing the
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methoddescribedin [16] andthe zeros of (21) were determined using the routine given in
[20].
Summary
Rigorous ray solutions of the scattered fields were presented for a coated convex
cylinder. These were developed in the context of the uniform geometrical theory of
diffraction and specific expressions were given for the scattered fields in the lit, shadow
and transition regions as well as for observations in the near vicinity of the cylinder. That
is, UTD expressions were derived for all regions exterior to the coated cylinder. These are
suited for engineering computations and are given in terms of the generalized Pekeris or
Fock-type functions whose evaluation was efficiently performed via the Fourier
Trapezoidal rule suggested by Pearson [16].
In comparison to the solution given by Kim and Wang [8], the ray representations
given here are based on a second order generalized impedance boundary condition which
permits the simulation of thin multilayered coating as demonstrated in the included
examples. Also, in our implementation of the transition fields we employed a rigorous
rather than a heuristic evaluation of the Fock-type integrals. Further, we have presented
accurate field representations for observations on or near the vicinity of the coated cylinder
and these can also be used for computing the radiated fields by a source or an aperture on
the surface of the convex cylinder.
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Fig. I. Illustrationof a three-layercoated cylinder.
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Fig. 2: BistaticH-polarizationscatteringpatternfor a circularcylinder
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Bistatic scattering pattern for an elliptical cylinder having a = 2A,
b ffi 1A, p = 5A, $_ ffi 0 (a) E-polarization, e,. ffi 4, p, = 1,
6 = 0.07A (b) H-polarization, e, = 8, #, = 1, 6 = 0.2A.
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